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To give the screener, videotape a reader reading a story at his present independent reading level or slightly below. Do not use
materials at the student’s instructional level. Watch the videotape as many times as you need in order to rate each aspect of fluency.
Write the rating in the far right column under “points for row”. Add all the points; divide by the total points possible; and then
determine the holistic category of the overall rating by comparing the percent correct with the categories at the bottom of the rubric.
Use this same procedure for each of the two sections.
See back of this protocol for a key questions pertaining to the indicators.

Key Questions for Indicators on the “Fluency Screener for Signing DHH Students” : Use the following questions are to help you focus on key components
of the aspects of visual fluency and grammar.
Part I: Aspects of Fluency Envelope
Speed- Does the student’s speed of signing enhance or detract from the visual presentation of meaning?
Eye Contact- Does the student use appropriate eye contact to engage the audience in the story?
Posture- Does the student use appropriate postural changes to engage the audience in the story?
Facial Expression- Do the student’s facial expressions match the affect of the characters and mood of the story?
Body Movement- Do the student’s body movements give a clear picture of the movements of the people, places, and things in the story?
Sign Space- Does the student’s sign space accurately represent the mood and content of the story; neither too small nor too large.
Fingerspelling- Does the student incorporate fingerspelling intelligibly, accurately, and appropriately?
Part II: Aspects of Visual Grammar
Use of Space- Does the student set up the scene spatially in a logical manner and then use this space when reading “aloud”.
Role Taking- Does the student demonstrate relationships of the characters in space as well as interactions among characters?
Eye Gaze- Does the student’s eye gaze represent that which would be associated with the people, places, and things in the story?
Negation- Does the student use headshake and/or body language to indicate negation?
Directionality- Does the student move signs in a manner that presents an accurate picture of the actions within the story?
Use of Classifiers- Does the student use classifiers?
Pronominalization- Does the student relate pronouns to people, places, and things using appropriate forms such as indexing? (This is not an examination of
invented English signs for he, she, them, their, etc., but an examination of visual grammar.)

